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This Book is a Step-by-Step Guide to Manifesting Your Desires. The fastest way to manifest your

desires is by implementing a Law of Attraction Action Plan. Since everything in the Universe is

energy, the necessary ingredient for manifestation is the consistent mental and emotional energy

that you emit in the form of thoughts, feelings, words and actions. It's very important to remember

that the phrase "Law of Attraction" contains the word ACTION. Too many people on this spiritual

path get caught up reading lots of books about the Law of Attraction, but they fail to take the daily

action that will translate their desires from the invisible world of thoughts to the visible world of

manifestation. There are many books and audio programs on the market that explain what the Law

of Attraction is and what it does, but few that actually teach people how to use this immense,

creative power on a daily basis. As a result, this book will provide you with step-by-step instructions,

proven techniques, spiritual insights, and success stories that will help you manifest your desires

with the Law of Attraction. In addition, I have included a very helpful Question and Answer Section

that addresses many important questions about the art and practice of manifestation. Like all my

other books, ADVANCED LAW OF ATTRACTION TECHNIQUES is all substance without the

unnecessary fluff and filler. It gets right to the point by explaining what you must do on a consistent

basis to manifest your desires with the Law of Attraction. You can have anything that you can make

a part of your beliefs and feelings, but you must do the spiritual work necessary to manifest your

desires. So, if you are serious about manifesting your desires, you should read this book and then

implement your Law of Attraction Action Plan today.
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I have read all of Mr. Coronado's books on the Law of Attraction, but this is by far is the absolute

best! Advanced Law of Attraction has techniques that are easy to follow and to practice. There are

personal stories from people he's interviewed who use these amazing manifesting techniques and

share their experiences with the reader. The book is presented in 6 parts that delivers every thing it

promises. People always say, I have read all about the Law of Attraction, however, if you do not

practice the law of attraction, you know nothing about the law of attraction. With this book you

definitely get to practice the law of attraction. I loved it!

I stumbled across Eddie Coronado's books whilst looking at law of attraction clips on you tube. I

read a few books and listened to a few audio books on the subject but I got no results. After the first

few days of reading Eddies work and doing to exercises I noticed things starting to happen. I found

pennies on the sidewalk, I got good parking spaces and even won a few dollars with the lottery.

These books are life changers if you stick to what is written there. I am so grateful for coming across

Eddies books! Be Blessed Buddy! THANK YOU!!!!!!!!!!!

I was pleased to note this new book by lottery winner and LOA expert: Eddie Coronado.The LOA

techniques that Mr. Coronado has used personally (and very successfully) are expanded upon, in

this new reference guide.This is not only a helpful and easy to understand book for those just

beginning their LOA journey, but it is also a good refresher for those of us who have been using

LOA for some time and with perhaps not as good of results as we had hoped for, to date.I

particularly enjoyed the personal LOA accounts shared from the numerous people that he

interviewed for this book. Made for an more interesting reading experience than just having the

information itself presented.If you are a new or old fan of Eddie's, check this one out!

i highly recommend this book! it's simply yet complex "how to guide" on how to use the law of

attraction for really manifesting what you really want. what i really love about it is the Q& A;s part

which cleasrs all the doubts if you still have it! so buy it people! you will do yourself a favour! stay

blessed Mr CoronadoAlexandra

I've studied the LOA for a long time and this book by far is my favorite! It's clear and concise (only

took me 2 hours to listen to on Audible) and I was able to outline my own LOA action plan using the

advanced tools the author teaches. THANK YOU!!!



Mr. Coronado has hit it out of the park with this book ! simple, concise,and complete !! more

practical techniques than any other i have seen all rolled into one plan , a plan to win ! thank you sir

for putting it all together in a way we can implement TODAY !

When I first listened to this audio book, I thought that seems so simple. I can't believe it would work.

But I've been practicing the techniques and it absolutely does work. I think the beautiful part is that it

is so simple. There's nothing complicated about it and, of course, I forget to do it sometimes, but it

really is a wonderful way to focus on exactly what you want in your life. For a long time, I had some

vague ideas about what I wanted, but going through this book made me stop and think in greater

detail exactly what direction I'd like my life to move in. It's really true that the simplest things are the

most powerful.

Had already purchased as an audio book. Decided to buy book to really hone in on techniques and

develop my own Action Plan. The techniques are not new, but helped me to formulate a Plan of

Action to put the Law of Attraction to work in my life. Hope to report on the results soon.
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